Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have become the state of the art method for image classification in the last 7 years, but despite the fact that they achieve super human performance on many classification datasets, there are lesser known datasets where they almost fail completely and perform much worse than humans. We will show that these problems correspond to relational concepts as defined by the field of concept learning. Therefore, we will present current deep learning research for visual relational concepts. Analyzing the current literature, we will hypothesise that iterative processing of the input, together with shifting attention between the iterations will be needed to efficiently and reliably solve real world relational concept learning. In addition, we will conclude that many current datasets overestimate the performance of tested systems by providing data in an already pre-attended form.
Introduction
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have become the go to method for image classification since Krizhevsky et al. [1] was able to win the ImageNet competition [2] by a wide margin in 2012. Russakovsky et al. [3] was first able to achieve super human performance on the same dataset.
Despite the success of CNNs in the field of image classification, there seem to remain some classification problems that CNNs perform very poorly on. One example are problems from the SVRT dataset by Fleuret et al. [4] that require object comparison, a fact we could first show in our work from 2016 [5] .
To get a better understanding of what kind of problems are difficult for deep learning, we will have a look at them from the point of view of concept learning. After a short introduction to concept learning and a quick survey how the three big classes of perceptual, associative, and relational concepts relate to deep learning research in Section 2, we will identify relational concepts as the most interesting concept class since problems from this domain seem to be especially challenging to deep learning methods.
We will therefore survey current datasets and research that can be grouped under the umbrella of visual relational concept learning in Section 3. To the best of our knowledge, there does not exist a comprehensive review of deep learning for visual relational concepts until now.
Analyzing the current research, we conclude in Section 4 that many datasets overestimate the performance of machine learning systems by providing already pre-attended data. We will present the two hypotheses that attention is especially important for classifying relational concepts and that bottom up attention is likely not enough because of scalability issues and that iterative shifts in attention will be needed in practice. In addition, we advocate for the creation of datasets without implicit pre-attention to test systems on relational concepts in a more realistic setting.
Background on Concept Learning
The decision about which group (or class) a stimulus belongs to is usually called classification in the field of machine learning. In cognitive psychology the same task is more widely known as categorization and is thought to be facilitated by knowledge in the form of concepts. A concept might for example be the information needed to visually identify an object as a tree, or the knowledge that the word "tree" and the image of a tree refer to the same abstract category. Learning such concepts from experience is called concept learning, and researchers in this field generally differentiate three broad types of concepts, namely perceptual, associative, and relational concepts: (Zentall et al. [6] provides a more in depth overview of these three concept classes)
Perceptual concepts, also called similarity-based concepts, group stimuli by their sensory similarity to other stimuli. The perceptual concept "tree" for example can be learned by the simple fact that most trees look similar (i.e. the low level neural activations produced by looking at one tree are very similar to the activations produced by looking at another tree).
Associative concepts emerge because multiple stimuli are associated with the same event or outcome. Thus, one member of an associative class can be represented by another member of the same class. A human can for example associate the written word "tree" and the picture of a tree because both stimuli convey the same abstract meaning (i.e. in many contexts the word "tree" and a picture of a tree can stand in for each other).
Relational concepts group stimuli by a common relationship they have to each other. The same-different concept is one of the most studied relational concepts. For a human it is very natural to attach the label "same" to objects if they are similar in some property (e.g. height, color, movement direction, ...). It is important to differentiate between perceptual and relational concepts: A horse might be grouped into the perceptual concept "horse" because it looks similar to other horses. Given a scene with a horse, a bush, and a mouse, the horse and bush might be grouped into the relational concept "same" because they have the same approximate size in comparison to the mouse.
Animal Studies
The three classes of Perceptual, Associative, and Relational concepts emerged from an anthropocentric perspective. Therefore, it is not surprising that humans have no difficulty learning all of them, but there is also sufficient evidence that at least some animals can learn these concepts to a certain degree and might even use similar processes in doing so.
Herrnstein and Loveland [7] did already show in 1964 that pigeons can be trained to classify images (e.g. into the classes person and non-person) and also generalize to new, unseen images, indicating that they are able to learn perceptual concepts. Schrier and Brady [8] showed the same for macaque monkeys, Vogels [9] for rhesus monkeys, and Vonk and McDonald for gorillas [10] and orangutans [11] . The same/different task, in which stimuli have to be compared for identity or similarity in one form or another, has been the most thoroughly studied relational concept in animals. Zentall and Hogan [12] showed in 1976 that pigeons are able to choose a shape that is identical to a previously presented shape and that this ability also transfers to shapes not seen during training. These results for pigeons have been confirmed multiple times by different researchers in the following years (e.g. Blaisdell and Cook [13] and Katz et al. [14] ). The ability to learn the same/different concept has also been shown for bottlenosed dolphins by Mercado et al. [15] , for infant chimpanzees by Oden et al. [16] , for African grey parrots by Pepperberg [17] , for rhesus and capuchin monkeys by Wright et al. [18] , for dogs by Byosiere et al. [19] , for rats by Wasserman et al. [20] , for ducklings by Martinho et al. [21] , and for bees by Giurfa [22] .
Animals can be tested on associative concepts by training them to respond in the same way for different stimuli (see Figure 1 ). An animal can, for example, be trained to respond to the color red as well as the picture of a vertical line by selecting a big circle. Similarly, a green light and a horizontal line can be associated with a small circle. The hypothesis is that the red light and vertical line as well as the green light and the horizontal line would be grouped in two associative classes because they are linked to the same response. To test whether this is actually the case, the red and green light are later associated with another pair of responses, namely a blue and white light. If associative classes are formed by the animal, testing the vertical and horizontal line as a stimulus and the blue and white light as possible responses should lead to a higher probability of pairing the vertical line with the blue light and the horizontal line with the white light. Wassermann et al. [23] performed this experiment and could show that this hypothesis holds for pigeons.
Concepts and Deep Learning
Deep learning [24] has become an essential method for the machine learning community in general and, in the form of Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), first introduced in 1989 by LeCun et al. [25] , especially for the computer vision community. [23] ) to determine whether an animal is able to learn associative concepts. The animal is trained to select the same response for multiple stimuli (e.g. selecting a big circle when shown a vertical line or the color red and selecting a small dot when shown a horizontal line or the color green). If an animal is able to learn associative concepts, it will group the four stimuli into two groups according to the correct response. One of the stimuli from both groups (e.g. the color red and the color green) is later also associated with another response (e.g. a blue light in response to red and a white light in response to green). The animal is then tested on the newly learned responses for the second stimuli of both groups (e.g. the horizontal and vertical line are presented as stimuli and the blue and white light are presented as possible responses). If the animal did indeed learn associative groups, one would expect that the blue light is selected more often for a vertical line and the white light is selected more often for the horizontal line than would be expected when randomly choosing.
The question of which of the three concept classes can be learned with deep learning has not been systematically studied until now. More generally, to the best of our knowledge, the connection between concept classes and deep learning has not yet been made to the extent as presented in this work.
Although it is rarely presented from this perspective, Convolutional Neural Networks were specifically developed to solve perceptual concept learning. The architecture of CNNs is specifically designed to classify images using statistical correlations between image patterns of a more and more abstract nature as the information flows to higher layers. The tasks CNNs are most widely used for (i.e. classifying novel images that were not seen during training) are almost identical to the experiments used to show the ability of perceptual concept learning in animals. One widely used dataset for deep learning research is the one employed in the ImageNet Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge [2] , consisting of millions of images and 1000 classes. The Top-5 error rate of humans on this dataset is 5% and CNN architectures first outperformed humans in 2015 [26] with a Top-5 error rate of 3.6%. Since then, the error rate has been reduced to 2.25% in 2017 by Hu et al. [27] , after which the challenge was discontinued. Considering that CNNs perform better than humans on many tasks that are similar to the ones intended to detect perceptual concept learning in animals, it is not unreasonable to assume that perceptual concept learning is the prime example of a task that CNNs are exceptionally good at at.
Relational concepts are interesting since they are not the kind of problems that deep learning was originally conceived for, but are nonetheless very important from a practical point of view for a wide range of computer vision applications. Imagine a robot, asked to pass the "large cup". The visual reasoning system of this robot has to be able to first detect cups in its vicinity using perceptual concepts and then use relational concepts to compare the size of the cups to detect which one might be considered the "large cup". In addition, a robot should be able to learn these concepts autonomously. Once natural language interfaces to computer systems become more common, it will be of paramount importance to be able to understand relational concepts, since a sizable part of human communication utilizes relations. Therefore, it is not surprising that a lot of the research into relational concept learning (even under a different name) comes from the field of visual question answering (Wu et al. [28] ). For these tasks, a system tries to learn how to answer questions about an image, where the questions are asked in the form of natural text. These tasks unfortunately mix pure learning of relational concepts with problems from natural language processing (i.e. to understand the question). Over the last few years, researchers have looked at relational concepts in images using more abstract tasks in an attempt to specifically measure the performance of deep learning methods on relational concepts while minimizing the influence of other, confounding factors. The current state of research on relational concepts using deep learning will be presented in the next section.
To the best of our knowledge, deep learning has never been tested specifically on associative concept learning, presumably because associative concepts usually do not emerge in the practical applications of neural networks. This can in part be explained by the fact that associative concepts are easily modeled using classical machine learning or computer science methods (e.g. once a stimulus of the word "tree" or the features of an image of a tree are associated with the same response, it is very easy to assign those two entities to the same class of concepts using a simple database). It is therefore not useful, from an engineering standpoint, to try and solve associative concepts using deep learning. Since much of current deep learning research is driven from an engineering perspective, associative concepts have practically not being studied until recently. Mondragón et al. [29] propose the use of deep learning architectures to model associative concept learning, but do not perform any experiments. Fortunately, experiments designed to detect associative concepts in animals could easily be transferred to deep learning systems and might provide insights into their capabilities and limitations. 
Current Research on Deep Learning for Visual Relational Concepts
Since most of the research on deep learning is concerned with perceptual concept learning and the systems perform very well on these tasks by design, we will not analyze this group of tasks in more detail. Furthermore, there is, to the best of our knowledge, no research on deep associative concept learning, and the task can easily be solved using more efficient classical methods. Therefore, we will not analyze these tasks in more detail either. In our opinion, the most interesting tasks can be found with relational concept learning since they seem to be right at the border between solvable and unsolvable tasks for deep learning methods.
Work on Ravens Progressive Matrices
Raven's Progressive Matrices (RPMs), first presented by Raven in 1938 [30] , are a widely used set of problems to evaluate abstract reasoning and fluid intelligence in humans. Raven's Progressive Matrices consist of a matrix of abstract images that are related to each other along the columns and/or rows following specific rules. One of the images is left blank and has to be selected from a set of candidates so it relates to the other images following the established rules. Following Occam's razor, the simplest rules that can explain the relationships between the images are the correct ones. Figure 2 shows an example of such an RPM. For a system to be able to solve RPMs it has to be able to detect how the presented images relate to each other and which of the candidate images continues this relationship. Learning how to solve RPMs can therefore be categorized as learning relational concepts.
Collections of RPMs used to test humans are not well suited for machine learning since the amount of available examples is usually not sufficient for Fig. 3 : Example for the kind of problems used in the multiple choice task of Hoshen and Werman [33] . The first two images are given, showing a triangle that is rotated by a constant angle between the first and second image. Four possible continuations of this sequence are given, with option 1 being the correct one in this case. training such systems. Thus, it would not be possible to distinguish inherent shortcomings of a method from a simple lack of sufficient training data. Wang and Su [32] were the first to use an algorithm to generate an arbitrary number of RPMs. This dataset would have been suited for experiments with machine learning systems, but to our knowledge no such experiments have been performed. Fortunately, multiple datasets have been created by now that follow the basic concept of Raven's Progressive Matrices and were specifically designed for machine learning research.
As far as we can tell, the earliest such work is by Hoshen and Werman [33] who looked at the performance of neural networks when tasked with choosing or generating the correct continuation of a sequence of changing images, reminiscent of Raven's Progressive Matrices. The networks had to either choose from a predefined set of images (multiple choice task) or had to directly generate the next image in the sequence (open question task). Different transformations (e.g. rotation, size, reflection, color, ...) were used to generate the image sequences.
For the multiple choice part, a sequence of images is presented to the neural network, together with a set of possible continuations for the next image in the sequence. The network's task is to select the image that continues the underlying pattern. Figure 3 shows one example of the multiple choice task. A network architecture, similar to AlexNet by Krizhevsky et al. [1] , was used for the multiple choice task. The image sequence as well as all possible solution images were presented to the network as a stack of separate images. Thus, the system did not have to detect and separate the entities and possible solutions on its own. The system was able to solve this task with an average accuracy of 97%.
For the open question part, the network did not select an image from a set of possible solutions, but generated the next image directly. The network architecture for these problems was strongly based on the DC-GAN architecture by Radford et al. [34] . Performance was measured using the mean squared distance between the ground truth and the generated image. In addition, the results were checked qualitatively. The network achieved an average mean squared error of 3.96 · 10 −4 and the resulting images looked reasonable.
The results apparently show that even quite simple CNN architectures are surprisingly good at solving these supposedly complex relational reasoning tasks. Unfortunately, since the networks were trained using 100.000 images and it is hard to judge the true variability of the dataset, the results could be the result of memorization by the network. Alas, the authors did not perform ablation experiments to rule out this possibility. In addition, as previously mentioned, the images were fed to the network as already separated entities. In our opinion, this is equivalent to an external attention mechanism, removing one of the main difficulties of such tasks. We will come back to this argument in more detail at a later point.
Barrett et al. [31] extended on the ideas by Hoshen and Werman [33] , and replicated Raven's Progressive Matrices (RPMs) more closely. The authors call this dataset the Procedurally Generated Matrices (PGM) dataset, which is freely available. Figure 2 shows a visualization of an example from the dataset.
Different architectures were trained and tested on the PGM dataset. The data was again provided to the network as an image stack of 16 separate images (the eight context panels and the eight answer panels). The networks had to select the correct panel from the provided answer panels. The rules used for generating the RPMs are quite elaborate and we would like to refer the reader to the original paper for more information.
Five different network architectures were tested. 1) A simple CNN, 2) a more complex modern CNN architecture in the form of a ResNet-50 described by He et al. [35] , 3) an LSTM based on a specific variant by Zaremba et al. [36] together with a small CNN for feature extraction, 4) a novel adaptation of a Relational Network (Santoro et al. [31] ) which the authors named Wild Relation Network (WReN) for which multiple Relation Networks work in parallel, and 5) an adaptation of ResNet named Wild-ResNet by the authors for which a ResNet-50 is separately evaluated for each answer panel. To detect unwanted statistical regularities in the dataset, a second adaptation of the ResNet architecture named Context-blind ResNet was used, which was only given access to the answer panels and therefore had to purely rely on statistical properties of the answer set to solve the tasks. The results from the Context-blind ResNet is the baseline accuracy of a system that does not know the question to be answered.
The average performance for the whole dataset can be seen in Table 1 . The results on the PGM dataset are quite surprising, considering that the same, simple CNN architecture achieved 97% accuracy for the dataset used by Hoshen and Werman [33] . The CNN only performs slightly better than the Blind ResNet, which can be seen as the random baseline accuracy. This shows, that the dataset by Hoshen and Werman, is lacking in some way. Either the variability is not large enough in relation to the number of training samples used, which might lead to rote memorization by the network, or the dataset contains statistical correlations that can be used for classification. The WReN architecture performs much better with an accuracy of 0.63, but is still far from a good. The research by Barrett et al. [31] would indicate that CNNs, as well as recurrent neural networks, seem to [37] . In this example, the images in the Context Panels are related to each other along the rows by their shape. One image is left blank and the correct image, the heart shape, has to be selected from the Answer Panels. Adapted from the original paper.
have difficulty with tasks that require relational reasoning, even if the entities are pre-attended.
Teney et al. [37] released a conceptually similar dataset using natural instead of synthetically generated images. See Figure 4 for an example. The authors also include a wide variety of carefully crafted training/testing splits of the dataset to evaluate the generalizability of systems for specific concepts. There are, among others, sets to test how well a system generalizes the concept of counting to unseen numbers, and to test if the system generalizes to unseen object categories. The dataset was tested on different network architectures. First, features were extracted from the images using one of two pre-trained CNNs (either a ResNet101 [35] or a Bottom-Up Attention Network [38] ). These extracted features were then interpreted by either a simple multilayer perceptron, a recurrent neural network using gated recurrent units by Cho et al. [39] , the current top performing method for visual question answering [40] , and a relation network [41] . All systems were trained on either only selecting the correct image or in addi- tion to also classify the relation underlying the images as an auxiliary loss. This auxiliary loss was only used during training. Note that Hoshen and Werman [33] , Barrett et al. [31] , and Teney et al. [37] present the images to be compared in an already separated form to the tested networks. This is in essence a form of attention provided by the dataset since the entities to be compared are already separated. Considering this, we think that the results obtained on these data sets do not reflect the expected performance on real world examples where such a pre-attention mechanism is not provided. Relation networks especially profit from these attention mechanisms as will be explained in Section 3.6.
Work on the SVRT Dataset
The SVRT dataset by Fleuret et al. [4] was created in 2011 to test the abstract reasoning capability of computer vision systems and compare it to human performance. The dataset consists of 23 problems which are trained and tested for separately. The goal for all the problems is to categorize images, showing abstract shapes, into one of two classes, which are separated by some abstract property. For example: In problem 1 two shapes are shown in all images, but for class one, the shapes are identical and for class two, they are different. Figure 5 shows examples of problem 1.
The SVRT dataset is somewhat reminiscent of the problems presented by Bongard [42] in the 70s as examples of problems a neural network would never be able to solve. The tasks by Bongard were more difficult though, because the goal was not to classify images, but to give a textual description what separates two classes of images. Similar problems were further popularized by Hofstadter through his book "Gdel, Escher, Bach: An Eternal Golden Braid" [43] . Figure 6 shows an example for such a "Bongard problem". The goal is to describe what abstract property separates the images on the left from the images on the right. In case of Figure 6 , the images on the left show convex shapes while the images on the right show concave objects. To our knowledge, Depeweg et al. [44] are the only researchers in recent years that tried to solve Bongard problems, but they did not use deep learning to do so. Considering the recent successes in image caption generation by e.g. Xu et al. [45] , Donahue et al. [46] , Fang et al. [47] , and many more, the Bongard problems, in their original form, might be an interesting topic for future deep learning research.
At the time the SVRT dataset was created, deep learning was not yet mainstream, so the authors did not test the dataset on those methods. The best performing method tested by Fleuret et al. was Adaboost by Freund and Schapire [48] , using the feature group 3 which includes the "[. . . ] number of black pixels in a rectangular subregion of the image for a large number of such regions [, .
. . ] information about the distribution of edges [, and] spectral properties of the image (Fourier and wavelet coefficients)" [4] .
We started to evaluate deep learning methods on the SVRT dataset in [49] and greatly extended those preliminary experiments in [5] by testing how well an old (LeNet by LeCun et al. [25] ) and a new (GoogLeNet by Szegedy et al. [50] ), deep CNN architecture performed on the SVRT dataset. We trained LeNet, as well as GoogLeNet for each problem, except for problems 3, 11, and 13 for which we were not able to generate images with the required image size. The models were trained separately for each problem with 40.000 images and tested using 20.000 images.
Fleuret et al. [4] also reported human performance on the SVRT dataset. The participants were shown randomly selected images for each of the problems and had to select which class the image belonged to. Once the participant selected a class, he or she was informed whether the choice was correct or not, and the next sample was shown. In addition, the already seen samples, along with the correct class, were always visible on the screen. Fleuret et al. measured how many samples a participant had to see for each problem until the classification was consistently correct. It was also recorded when a subject was not able to correctly classify the images at all.
We wanted to compare the performance of CNNs and humans. Unfortunately, this was not directly possible since subjects in practice either achieve 100% accuracy on a problem if they were able to figure out the underlying rule separating the classes or they achieve accuracy close to chance if they were not able to figure out the rule. We therefore report the assumed accuracy a cohort of human subjects would be able to achieve, if each image would be shown to a randomly selected person from the cohort. We assumed a subject had an accuracy of 1.0 if the subject was able to classify the images consistently after some point in the original experiment. In cases where the subject was never consistently able to classify the images correctly, we assumed an accuracy of 0.5 (i.e. random selection). Using the data provided by Fleuret et al. [4] , we used Equation 1 to calculate our estimated human accuracy for the different problems
where a is the achieved accuracy, p a is the number of participants who were able to solve a specific problem, p n being the number of participants who were not able to solve a specific problem and n being the number of all participants. Table 3 shows the accuracy of both tested network architectures, the accuracy of the most successful method presented by Fleuret et al. (Adaboost with feature group 3), and our calculated human accuracy on the problems of the SVRT dataset. In addition, a brief description explains which property differentiates the two classes. Looking at the results, a few surprising conclusions have to be drawn: First, the best method by Fleuret et al. outperforms both CNN architectures on average. Second, the more modern GoogLeNet architecture performs slightly worse than the much older and simpler LeNet architecture (which was tested on smaller images though). Third, and most interestingly, there seems to be a very clear grouping of problems around the concept of shape comparison.
Problems for which the shapes of the entities are related to each other (Same-Different problems) are difficult for CNNs and problems where the positions of the entities stand in a certain relation to each other (Spatial-Relation problems) are easy for CNNs. This is especially evident when looking at a graphical visualization of the achieved accuracies (see Figure 7 ). For the Spatial-Relation problems both CNN architectures perform better than the best method used by Fleuret et al. In addition, the newer GoogLeNet performs significantly better than the old LeNet architecture, almost reaching an average accuracy of 100%. For the Same-Different problems, the performance of the CNN architectures is Table 3 : Accuracy comparison of presented methods. The two groupings consist of problems which either need shape comparison to be solved or not. Accuracy of LeNet and GoogLeNet were experimentally determined by us. Fleuret are results from the best performing system proposed by Fleuret et al. [4] (Boosting with feature group 3). The human results are estimated accuracies of participants also tested by Fleuret et al. and reinterpreted for this work. The problems are grouped depending on whether shape comparison is needed for classification or not. There are three exceptions to this pattern: For problem 16, the goal is to detect whether shapes are mirrored along the vertical axis or if only the positions of the shapes are mirrored (see Figure 8 for examples of this problem). This surprisingly is solved well by LeNet, but not solved at all by GoogLeNet. This very likely is a side effect of the image generation process. Since the images have to be smaller for LeNet, and the scripts to generate the dataset were presumably not meant for images this small, it is very probable that some superficial artifacts, which LeNet is then able to use for classification are introduced into the images. In problem 17 ( Figure 10 ), each image contains four shapes, three being identical, and the classification problem consists of detecting whether the three identical shapes are closer to each other than to the fourth, different shape.
Theoretically, this task should not be solvable if the tested networks can not learn to compare shapes in the first place. We hypothesize, that additional patterns are accidentally introduced during the creation of the dataset that can be utilized for classification, thus bypassing the need to compare shapes. One possibility is that the spatial or shape distribution could be different between the Compare and relative position two classes. We were able to confirm this hypothesis by generating a version of problem 17 that uses four identical shapes for all images. We called this problem 17c. The problem should not be solvable in this form, and a human observer would likely be unable to recognize the differentiating property between the two classes (see Figure 10 for examples of this modified problem). Despite these changes, the CNNs achieved the same classification accuracy on this modified dataset as they did on the original. This strongly suggests that additional, unwanted features are present in the images that were used by the CNNs for classification instead of shape comparison.
We manipulated the images for problem 6 (problem 6c) in the same way and got similar results to problem 17c. The accuracies for both manipulated problem sets can be seen in Table 4 .
The main conclusion from these experiments is that convolutional neural networks have great difficulty detecting same-different relations for novel objects. It also became apparent that it is difficult to create datasets that actually test the correct property. On first glance the fact that problem 6 and 17 from the SVRT dataset could be solved would indicate that CNNs are in principle able to compare novel shapes. Only closer inspection revealed that the networks likely used unintended, additional clues in the images for correct classification. Therefore, one has to take great care when creating a new dataset to test the performance of machine learning systems. It is also noteworthy that neither the method presented by Fleuret et al. nor the human experiments show a clear difference between the two groups of problems, so the learning of same-different relations does not seem to be more difficult in general, but especially challenging for convolutional neural networks.
It is also interesting to compare the performance idiosyncrasies of neural networks to that of humans. First, humans generally need a very small number of examples to be able to classify new images. For the SVRT dataset, human participants generally needed less than 20 images to learn the classification task, and often just required two images. GoogLeNet on the other hand generally needed 4000 to 40.000 images (in only one case, for problem 2, 400 images were sufficient) to achieve an accuracy of 99%. Of course humans have a lot of "pretraining", so the comparison is not entirely fair. Second, subjects either "get" what differentiates the two classes and achieve 100% accuracy or they don't and get stuck at an accuracy of 50%. Neural networks have a much wider range of accuracies ranging from 50% to 100% and can correctly classify some instances of a problem while failing on others without any obvious pattern. This indicates, that the underlying processes for classification are likely very different. CNNs probably use complex statistical correlations to determine the class of an image.
We hypothesize that humans most likely use a model-based, generative approach for classification of abstract images. A subject forms a mental model of how the seen images might be generated and what differentiates them. If an image is wrongly classified, this model is adapted to also explain the newly seen image. This way, the model is either correct, and all instances will be classified correctly or it is wrong and there is a good chance that new images will be classified by pure chance. If the generative model includes equivalent shapes, it is also highly likely that this property will be checked by iterative shifts in attention between the shapes to check for equivalences, something a CNN can not perform.
The Chess Dataset
We used the findings from our previous research [51] and created a new dataset to test CNNs on other abstract properties. The images from the SVRT dataset are unrepresentative of the type of natural images that CNNs are typically applied to, a concern that was raised by Dodge and Karam [52] . Although we do not feel that this undermines our findings, we decided to generate a dataset that more closely resembles natural images by rendering them in a semi-naturalistic way using Blender [53] . Each image contains one or two chess boards, with red pawns positioned on them in a random order.
We created two separate tasks for the dataset. The goal of the identity task, containing two chess boards in each image, is to detect whether the pawn positions are identical for the two boards. The goal for the symmetry task, containing one chess board in the images, is to detect whether the pawn positions are symmetric along one of the mid lines of the board. Figure 11 shows an example for both of these tasks. The identity task was chosen because our research in Section 3.2 showed that CNNs have difficulties with these kinds of problems. The symmetry task was chosen because, according to the Gestalt principles [54] , it is, along with similarity and other concepts, an important principle for humans to order and interpret the world.
The difficulty of both tasks was controlled by two properties:
1. The number of pawns that were out of place for identity/symmetry. Presumably, detecting that something is not symmetric / not identical is more difficult if only one pawn instead of ten is out of place.
(a) Identity task (b) Symmetry task Fig. 11 : Example images of the two classification tasks in the chess dataset. In both cases two of the pawns are out of place.
2. The type and amount of spatial transformations applied to the images. For the identity task, the camera and board positions were either kept fixed, the camera position was randomly translated, the board positions were randomly translated or the camera was randomly positioned on the surface of a sphere around the chess boards. Figure 12 shows examples of the possible transformations for the identity task. For the symmetry task the same transformations, except for the random board positions, were applied. Figure 13 shows examples of the possible transformations for the symmetry task.
We trained AlexNet by Krizhevsky et al. [1] , VGG16 by Simonyan and Zisserman [55] , and GoogLeNet by Szegedy et al. [50] on all variations of the two tasks with one, five, and ten out of place pawns. The images had a resolution of 244 × 244 pixels. The training set consisted of 20.000 images and 1000 images were used for testing. We were not able to train VGG16 from scratch so we used a version pre-trained on ImageNet [2] . AlexNet as well as GoogLeNet were trained from scratch on the chess-dataset.
Since the network architectures learned some tasks very unreliably, we used a form of curriculum learning as presented by Bengio et al. [56] where the weights of a network, trained on an easier task, were used to initialize a network for a more difficult task. Specifically, we first trained a network on the sub task where ten pawns were out of place and used the weights of this network to initialize the new network trained on the sub task with five pawns an so forth. Using this approach was absolutely critical for the more difficult sub tasks. Without curriculum learning, the networks would often not learn anything. We were for example able to achieve an accuracy of 86% for the identity task with random board positions and one out of place pawn with curriculum learning using GoogLeNet, but were never able to achieve accuracies significantly above chance using the same architecture without curriculum learning.
The reported accuracies in Table 5 are the highest we achieved during the 120 training epochs. The accuracy was measured after each epoch using the test set. A purely random classifier would achieve a highest accuracy of ≈ 54% for 120 runs, with a standard deviation of ≈ 6.6 × 10 −2 . So 54% can be seen as the baseline accuracy.
Looking at the results in Table 5 it is clear that the symmetry task is much easier than the identity task. All architectures were able to solve the sub tasks with a fixed board and camera position and only AlexNet had a slightly lower accuracy of 85% for the sub task with camera translation and only one out of place pawn. The networks were less successful for the sub task with camera rotation, where they approached pure chance for only one out of place pawn. Looking at the images that VGG16 and GoogLeNet were able to correctly classify, it was evident that the networks concentrated on images that were easy to classify because the camera was in a favorable position (i.e. looking down on the chess board). The sub tasks involving a random camera position on a sphere with only one out of place pawn are much more difficult for the neural networks, and even though we believe that human subjects should be able to classify these instances correctly, it likely will take considerable mental effort. Preliminary experiments to test human performance on this chess dataset are currently in preparation.
The identity task was apparently more challenging for CNNs than the symmetry task. Still, the results were surprisingly good. Considering that GoogLeNet is not able to solve the simple task of comparing two shapes from the SVRT dataset by Fleuret el al. [4] it is surprising that it can solve the seemingly much more difficult task of comparing board positions with a single out of place pawn and random board positions with 86% accuracy.
We hypothesize, that the limiting factor for CNN architectures is how much information has to be passed along to higher level layers of the network for comparison. Although the images look more complex, the network only has to learn filters to extract the pawn placement, which comes down to 64 bit of information. In the SVRT dataset, the shapes to be compared are much bigger, and even though only the outline is important it will require a lot more information to fully represent the shapes correctly. In the end, the question is not how complicated an image looks, but how much information is actually necessary for comparison. It has to be noted, that the same presumably does not hold for human subjects. If the chess dataset would be changed, so that the pawns have different colors, the information that has to be extracted by the network strictly increases if the colors have to match as well. A human subject on the other hand will likely not be worse at this new, seemingly more difficult dataset. As Tsotsos [57] has shown, not all visual information can be processed at any given time because of resource limitations. Humans use attention to overcome this limitation. More specifically, humans use attentional shift during comparison by iterating between both instances that have to be compared. If the instances become more complex, the number of attentional shifts can be increased, therefore reducing the amount of information that has to be compared at each single comparison operation. Differently colored pawns might even make the task easier for humans because it will be easier to match regions between attentional shifts. A neural network without recurrent connections is not able to use this approach and therefore has to fail at some point if the instances to be compared become more complex.
We hypothesize that recurrent network architectures and attentional mechanisms are going to be needed to solve comparison problems efficiently using neural networks.
The Parametric SVRT Dataset
Later, Ricci et al. [58] independently performed very similar experiments to our own work [5] on the SVRT dataset. The authors also tested convolutional neural network architectures on this dataset, but used a whole set of CNNs to check whether the performance difference of same-different tasks to positioning tasks was influenced by the architecture. The CNNs had 2, 4, or 6 convolution layers with filter sizes of 2 × 2, 4 × 4, and 6 × 6. The number of filters in the first layer were set to 6, 12, or 18 depending on the used filter size. The filter size of the following convolution layers was 2 × 2 and the filter number doubled with each consecutive layer. Three fully connected layers with 1024 neurons followed and the final layer contained two neurons, representing the two possible classes. We refer the reader to the original paper for a more detailed description of the architectures and training procedures. Although a lot of architectures were tested by this approach, the resulting CNNs are quite simplistic by today's standards. GoogLeNet, tested by us in [5] , is much more advanced and on average more powerful.
Ricci et al. confirmed our previous finding that CNNs seem to be particularly challenged by tasks that require the comparison of instances. The authors could also show that the size of the network was less important for the Spatial-Relation problems of SVRT (i.e. problems where the positioning of shapes is important) in comparison to the Same-Different problems (i.e. problems where shapes had to be compared). They concluded, in accordance with our own findings, that the networks probably rely on rote memorization to solve Same-Different problems, but do not for Spatial-Relation problems. The overall performance reported by Ricci et al. [58] (see Figure 14) is higher than what we were able to achieve. This is likely a result of using many more images for training, making memorization more powerful. The authors also put a few of the problems in opposite groups, but the differences do not change the overall conclusion.
Similar to our reasoning for the chess-dataset from [51] , the authors recognized that the generation procedures for the SVRT dataset are too unpredictable to lead to reliable conclusions. They specifically mention that it is hard to compare the difficulty of two problems to each other because the number and size of the shapes used is often very different. Therefore, it is sometimes not clear whether a problem can not be solved because of the relations the network has to learn or because the variability of the images has increased. To further investigate the hypothesis that CNNs are much better at learning spatial relations than they are at learning same-different relations, the authors did a second experiment where they created their own, simple, dataset. They call this the parametric SVRT (PSVRT) dataset. In the PSVRT dataset, each image contains two patches composed of white and black boxes on a neutral background. The two patches have two relational properties that can be used for classification. The first is the same-different relation depending on whether the two patches show the same pattern of white and black boxes. The second property is the spatial relation depending on whether the two patches are oriented horizontally or vertically with respect to each other. Three parameters control the amount of variability in the images: The size of the patches, the image size, and the number of patches. Examples for this dataset can be seen in Figure 15 . Setting up the dataset in this way allows a system to learn the same-different as well as the spatial-relation problem with identical images. This ensures that the image complexity and variability is constant between the two problem sets.
The CNN used for these experiments had four convolutional and three fully connected layers. We refer the reader to the original paper [58] for further implementation details. This architecture was trained multiple times for the spatial relation problem as well as the same-different relation problem. Different combinations of the three dataset-parameters were used and the accuracy on a test set was determined in regular intervals during training. The mean area under the learning curve (mean ALC) is calculated and used to indicate how easy a certain problem is for the CNN. The mean ALC gets bigger if the system is able to learn faster and if the final accuracy is higher. The proportion of failed training attempts (i.e. where the CNN stayed at an accuracy of 0.5) was also recorded.
Ricci et al. [58] were able to show a strong dichotomy between solving spatial relation and same-different relation tasks. For spatial relation tasks, the networks consistently learned the classification early in the training procedure and achieved high final accuracy, leading to high mean ALC values. For same- Fig. 15 : Examples for all four class combinations of the PSVRT dataset presented by Ricci et al. [58] . An image can be same or different, depending on whether the two patches show the same pattern and horizontal or vertical depending on the orientation of the two patches. Adapted from the original paper. different tasks the performance was highly dependent on the image size. Higher values of this parameter led to smaller mean ALC values and also resulted in the networks being able to learn the task less often.
Since the same images were used in both experiments, the authors conclude that image variability was not what hindered learning the same-different relation problem. Ricci et al. hypothesize that the network learns subtraction templates to solve the same-different task, because the patch size and the number of patches in the image does not seem to influence the achievable accuracy. The authors argue that more subtraction templates would only be needed if the number of possible patch positions change, which does increase exponentially with growing image size. We are not totally convinced by this explanation, since it is not clear to us how a "subtraction template" that is able to compare arbitrary patches could be constructed, and the authors do not provide a more detailed explanation. We think the number of subtraction templates would also have to increase with the number of possible patches, which is proportional to the patch size. The authors also do not explain why in this case a CNN is not able to solve problem 1 from the SVRT dataset where two outlines have to be compared, which strictly is subset of comparing arbitrary pixel patterns as tested in the PSVRT dataset. We tested problem 1 of the SVRT dataset with image sizes down to 16×16 pixels and were not able to achieve accuracies significantly above chance. In addition, the authors only tested patches with a maximum size of 7 × 7 which might be too small to give conclusive results. 
Solving the SVRT Dataset
In 2019, Messina et al. [59] were able to solve problems 1, 5, 20, and 21 of the SVRT dataset. These problems were up to this point unsolved using deep learning methods. The authors were able to achieve an accuracy of above 95% for all four problems using different ResNet architectures by He et al. [35] as well as the biologically inspired CorNet-S architecture by Kubilius et al. [60] (see Table 6 ). Although these results are very interesting, the authors had to use 400.000 training images to achieve these results. Considering that around 10.000 training images per class is considered a good rule of thumb for the size of a training set, it is clear that although there are architectures that can solve same/different tasks, the problem is still very hard. In addition, as previously mentioned, the SVRT dataset was never meant to generate datasets of this size. So it is not clear whether the variance of the generated dataset is even big enough to ensure clear separation of training and testing set. Since the shapes generated for the SVRT dataset are usually quite different, even the approximate shape is usually sufficient to detect similarity. It is not unreasonable that a training set of 400.000 images might contain more or less all possible shapes SVRT can produce if the approximate shape is sufficient for similarity. A thorough analysis of the statistical properties of the SVRT dataset is probably needed before using it for further research with ever increasing training set sizes.
Relation Networks
Kim et al. [61] extended the work by Ricci et al. [58] by testing the PSVRT dataset ( Figure 15 ) with two additional network architectures. The first was a Relational Network (RN) proposed by Santoro et al. [41] , which was designed to learn relationships between objects. The second is a type of Siamese Network architecture, first proposed by Bromley et al. [62] , which is designed to compare images and learn same/different classification tasks. Relation Networks (see Figure 16 ) are based on the principle of applying a neural network g θ to all possible "object"-pairings to detect relationships between them. Objects in this case are simply features for which a relationship should be detected. The output of g θ for all pairs is then added to integrate the information of possible relationships between all object pairs and the result is sent through an additional neural network f φ to produce a final result. This network architecture was able to achieve super human performance on the CLEVR dataset by Johnson et al. [63] , which consists of rendered scenes containing different simple objects of varying sizes, colors, and materials (see Figure 17 ). The dataset also includes written questions that, in part, require relational reasoning to be solved (e.g. "Are there any rubber things that have the same size as the blue metallic sphere?").
In our opinion, the RN architecture has two main bottlenecks: First, given n objects to be compared, g θ has to be evaluated n 2 times, so the number of evaluations of g θ grows following O(n 2 ). If relationships between more than two objects should be handled, the number of evaluations grows rapidly. For relationships between r objects, the network g θ has to be evaluated n r times, so the number of evaluations grows with O(n r ). Therefore, this approach is only practical if the number of "objects" can be kept relatively small. Without an attention mechanism, Santoro et al. [41] were not able to directly extract features of actual objects. Therefore, the authors decided to extract features from the whole image at regular intervals and handle each position as if it is an object. This means that the number of "objects" to be compared grows quadratically with the resolution of the image to be analyzed. In addition, this increase in object pairs also results in more and more relation features that have to be integrated together increasing the likelihood that actually useful information is washed out by irrelevant relationships between other object pairs. Secondly, given two object-representations, the network g θ has to be able to reliably recognize the relationship in question from those representations alone. If the relationship to be detected is "similarity", the representations in essence have to contain all the information to be able to reconstruct the object from it.
Although the CLEVR dataset looks complicated since the images are photo realistic renderings, the actual variance encoded in a scene is quite small. There are only 96 different combinations of shape, size, material, and color. In essence, this means an object in the CLEVR dataset only contains less than 7 bits of relevant information. This is less information than is needed to compare binary checkerboards of size 3 × 3 from the PSVRT dataset! Some form of positional information, putting the objects in relation to each other, is also needed to be able solve the CLEVR dataset. This positional information is needed to be able to interpret spatial relationships in some of the questions (e.g "left of", "behind", etc.). Still, this will likely not increase the amount of information needed to encode a complete scene by much.
Considering that RNs were specifically designed to learn relational concepts from images, one would expect it to perform better on PSVRT than a simple CNN. Kim et al. [61] hypothesize that the original performance of the architecture on the CLEVR dataset mainly stems from memorization since, as previously mentioned, the dataset only has a very limited amount of variation. The authors could support this hypothesis by showing that the area under the learning curve decreases with image size in the same way for relational networks as it does for CNNs, until the architecture can not learn the task at all at an image size of 180×180 pixels. As previously argued, we think the increased number of relation features that have to be integrated might pose an additional problem, as well Fig. 18 : Schematic visualization of a Siamese Network. Two images to be compared are passed through the same CNN to extract high level features. These features are then compared using a contrastive loss to determine the similarity of the original images.
as the fact that at a certain patch size it might become very difficult to pass all needed information to the network extracting the relationships (i.e. g θ ).
The second architecture tested by Kim et al. is a type of Siamese Network, first proposed by Bromley et al. [62] . Siamese networks are specifically trained to make same/different decisions for images, so they may seem like a perfect fit to solve same/different tasks. The caveat of Siamese Networks is that objects to be compared have to be provided as separate images (i.e. pre-attended) to the network (see Figure 18 for a schematic visualization). As Kim et al. point out, this splitting into two images can be interpreted as a kind of attention mechanism simulating the effects of perceptual grouping. The authors were able to show that such Siamese networks are able to solve PSVRT successfully, not showing a qualitative performance difference between the same-different and the spatial-relation task if the entities to be compared are presented as two separated images. The performance was also independent of the image parameters (i.e. image size, item size, and number of items). This strengthens our hypothesis that attentional mechanisms are paramount at solving object comparison tasks under natural circumstances.
Discussion
Looking at the current literature, it is evident that deep learning has a special weakness when it comes to relational reasoning tasks. Not all those tasks are equally difficult though. The range spans from spatial relations, which seem to be relatively easy, to similarity based relations which seem to be quite difficult. Our work [5] was the first to show this divergence of performance for different kinds of relational concepts. By now, this dichotomy has also been shown by Ricci et al. [58] and is currently demonstrated especially well with the PSVRT dataset by Kim et al. [61] .
Our main hypothesis is that attentional mechanisms will be especially necessary to successfully and efficiently learn relational concepts and most of the current research seems to support this hypothesis. Kim et al. [61] showed that separating the shapes from the SVRT dataset by Fleuret et al. [4] makes them solvable even using relatively simple CNN architectures. This separation as a pre-processing step in essence simulates attention. This attentional splitting is also an integral part of most datasets that are currently used to test systems for learning relational concepts. For example, the datasets by Hoshen and Werman [33] , Barrett et al. [31] , and Teney et al. [37] all present the entities between which relations should be learned as separate inputs. In our opinion, this explains why the results on these datasets are surprisingly good considering that the extremely simple SVRT dataset can only be solved using massive amounts of training data, and even in these cases the results are far from perfect. Datasets for which such a splitting is not used, like the CLEVR dataset, have much lower variability as it might seem at first glance and might just be learned using memorization.
We propose that even simple bottom-up attention will not be sufficient to solve relational tasks efficiently. Attention solves the problem of separating entities to be compared, but does not solve the problem of information density. If two objects have to be compared for identity, all information about the two objects has to be forwarded to a subsystem that can decide on identity. As the objects variability increases, this will likely mean that the layers transporting this information, and the network deciding on identity, will both grow rapidly, making the system inefficient and data hungry.
Our second hypothesis is that iterative attention shifts will be necessary to efficiently solve many relational concept learning tasks in the real world. We theorize that iteratively shifting attention will more favorably balance network size with computation time. In addition, we think that the potential for shared parameters and substructures will lead to a reduced need of training data and better generalization for relational tasks.
Future research should on one hand concentrate on creating datasets that more closely resemble real world relational tasks without providing a form of pre-attention. On the other hand, the results of Messina et al. [59] clearly show that new network architectures have to be developed in an effort to reduce the amount of training data needed to solve relational problems by many orders of magnitude.
Conclusion
In this study, we have summarized and interpreted current deep learning research from the perspective of concept learning. We were able to show that perceptual concepts are easily solved by deep learning methods since they were originally developed for this class of problems. Associative concepts seem to have not been studied until now in the field of deep learning, presumably because problems in this area can already be solved adequately without the help of machine learning methods. Thus, we focused our analysis to work that can be classified as learning relational concepts.
Relational concepts seem to lie right on the border of what current deep learning systems can solve. Some concepts, like positional relations are readily learned by current systems, whereas concepts like similarity are either not solvable or can only be solved with massive amounts of training data.
